Quantifying the Dynamics of Polystyrene Microplastics UV-Aging Process
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ABSTRACT: Massive amounts of plastic waste have been released into ecosystems, generating huge amounts of microplastics (MPs) and nanoplastics (NPs) during the environmental aging process. However, particle size and number dynamics along the aging process have not been quantitatively assessed, which can greatly influence their fate and environmental risk assessment. We applied single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (spICP-MS) to quantitatively analyze the polystyrene (PS) MPs aging process with a wide size range (800 nm−5 μm) as well as particle number concentration at an environmentally relevant value (down to 7.1 × 10^6 particles/L). We investigated the UV-light accelerated aging dynamics of PS MPs and revealed the generation of large amounts of nano/microsize PS MPs fragments.

PS MPs showed a rapid size downtrend along the aging process, shrinking from 5 to 1 μm. At the same time, PS MPs particle number concentration increased 3 times. Furthermore, pristine PS MPs may induce acute toxicity in feeding behavior, growth, and survival, while aged ones caused marked chronic toxicity on the reproduction inhibition of Daphnia magna, both at environmentally relevant concentrations. Overall, the research uncovered and quantified MPs particle size and concentration during the aging process, which is essential to assessing ecotoxicological risks of MPs/NPs.

INTRODUCTION

Plastic is a ubiquitous material, and massive amounts of plastics have been released into the environment during their life cycle, with 5000 million metric tons (MMT) of plastic waste accumulated by 2015.1 During their use and disposal, environmental processes age plastics to generate numerous microplastics (MPs) and nanoplastics (NPs).2,3 The environmental occurrence and eco-risk of MPs have received more attention globally, as MPs and NPs have been widely detected in environmental media (e.g., aqueous environment, soil, organisms).4−8 Environmental aging processes generate secondary MPs and NPs, which are the dominant form (∼69%) of MPs and NPs pollution.9 Studies suggest that environmental aging (e.g., photodegradation and thermo−oxidative degradation) generates and releases about 13 MMT/year of MPs and NPs in water environment,10 with their size distribution declining.11,12 However, there are huge knowledge gaps on the quantitative dynamics of aged MPs (NPs are encompassed within the broader MPs category for brevity in this study), which is essential information to assess the associated risks to the ecosystem.13,14

The aging process will change the morphology of MPs, which has been extensively studied qualitatively.15−17 However, accurate quantification of particle numbers and dynamic size changes along the MPs aging process is still lacking. The sizes of MPs along the aging process range from nanoscale (<1 μm) to microscale (<100 μm),18 which pose huge challenges for conventional MPs analytical techniques to assess particle numbers and size distribution due to the detection limit.3 For example, micro-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) can detect MPs down to ∼20 μm,9 but studies under 5 μm are minimal.19 Although pyrolysis gas chromatography−mass spectrometry (Py-GC-MS) can analyze MPs at microscale and nanoscale,20 it is incapable to provide number concentration information. The concentrations of MPs in environmental samples varied in different matrices (∼8 × 10^3 particles/L in the surface water,21 ∼10^6 particles/L in untreated tap water,7 and ∼10^5−10^11 particles/L in wastewater22), which makes it arduous and time consuming to analyze MPs by manual counting via imaging methods (e.g., scanning and transmission electron microscopy).9,23−25
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spICP-MS is a powerful technique to quantitatively analyze nanoparticle numbers and sizes, which has been widely applied for metal-based nanoparticles in environmental matrices. Researchers applied spICP-MS to quantify the size and number concentration of the model Au-coated MPs (at submicrometer scale) with a relatively low detection limit (8.4 × 10⁵ particles/L). However, this method was based on indirect analysis of the Au coating, which requires multistep sample pretreatment. Recently, it was reported that spICP-MS exhibited the capability to quantify model MPs particle sizes and number concentrations by monitoring ¹³C, which is a promising approach to investigate the dynamics of MPs along the aging process.

To quantify the dynamics of MPs along the aging process, we applied spICP-MS to quantitatively analyze model MPs particle number and size by monitoring the ¹³C signal in an accelerated aging process. Furthermore, the dynamics of MPs morphology transformation were investigated to better understand the aging process and mechanisms. The ecotoxicological risk was assessed by exposing Daphnia magna (D. magna) to pristine and aged MPs. We have provided new insights on MPs particle numbers and size dynamics along the aging process as well as the consequential ecotoxicity risk.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### Dynamics of PS MPs Sizes along the Aging Process.

In our preliminary environmental aging investigation, PS MPs particle sizes were decreased from >40 μm to ~25 μm (Figure S4) after 2-year aging in surface water, which agreed with the previous report. However, it is a huge challenge to reveal the quantitative dynamics of MPs particle sizes and numbers in a natural aging process with an imaging analysis approach, which provides good simulation to environmentally realistic conditions. Thus, the aging process of model PS MPs was performed on a UV-light controllable and accelerated system (Figures S2 and S3) with an average irradiance of 75.2 W/m² at 254 nm. A 24-h UV aging time was equivalent to about 3–8 years of sunlight aging time in the northern hemisphere, based on conversion of the solar radiation spectrum and UV radiation constitutes.

As is illustrated in Supporting Information S2, spICP-MS could provide convenient and accurate quantification of MPs particle sizes and number concentrations (Figures S5 and S6; Tables S4 and S5) with a wide size range (Figure S7) covering submicrometer to macroscopic (<=5 μm), and with low number concentration LOD (Figure S8). Good consistency of quantitative analysis could be achieved in different environmental matrices (Table S6). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and spICP-MS were applied to determine MPs particle size distribution, showing good consistency (Figure 1a; Table S1). The MPs sizes gradually decreased from 5 to 4.3 μm after 6 h of aging (Figure 1a), revealing the MPs size reduction in the environmental aging process. Similar downsizing patterns were reported by using a fragmentation model to study the MPs environment aging process. In addition, a wider size distribution was observed after 12 h of aging, suggesting MPs

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

Model PS MPs (5 μm, Figure S1) suspensions (10 mg/L) were prepared, and the MPs aging experiments were carried out with a 36 W UV light (Figures S2 and S3). All the PS MPs reference materials were obtained from Agilent Technologies Inc. (Santa Clara, CA, USA). An Agilent 8900 ICP-MS (Agilent Technologies, USA) instrument was used to analyze MPs number concentrations and size distributions by monitoring ¹³C along the aging process (Table S1). The ecotoxicological assessment was tested with D. magna with multidose experiments (0, ~2 × 10⁶, ~3.3 × 10⁵ particles/L, respectively). Additional details (Tables S2 and S3) are supplied in the Supporting Information S1.
may be breaking down into much smaller pieces during the aging process, as highlighted by the purple boxes in Figure 1a. Prior studies had also noted that MPs would experience elongation and breakdown to smaller pieces during sunlight aging with microscopy observation, which may result in a wider size range.

Although Figure 1a shows good correlations for particles $>3\ \mu m$, smaller MPs particles may be neglected by SEM imaging as the limited view due to the sample preparation, which may not cover the full range of MPs from submicrometer to micrometer (<5 μm). Furthermore, the particle size distribution of MPs as determined by imaging calibration tools (e.g., ImageJ) highly depends on sample numbers and operator subjectivity. As indicated by purple boxes in Figure 1a, spICP-MS detected the generation of small granules along the aging process, which was missed by SEM imaging. On the basis of the spICP-MS measurements (Figure 1a), the aging process generates secondary MPs with sizes at submicrometer to micrometer (∼1 μm), which was a relatively fast process (after 6-h UV light aging). Thus, we have identified and quantified the secondary MPs generated along the aging process via spICP-MS, which would have been missed in the previous studies.

Given the ease of measuring particle size distribution with spICP-MS, the dynamics of the MPs aging process can be tracked in considerable detail (Figure 1b), providing additional insights. The particle size distribution did not change substantially during the first 4 h of aging (Figure 1b), although the median particle size decreased slightly (from 4.8 to 4.6 μm). The shrinking size may be attributed to the formation of small cavities on the MPs surfaces. Clear changes in MPs particle size distribution emerged after 8 h of aging and subsequently revealed the downward trend in size due to aging. The median size decreased to 4.5 and 3.3 μm after 8 h and 16 h of aging, respectively, and then more rapidly reduced to ∼1.3 μm after 24 h (Figure 1b), as the particles began to break down into much smaller pieces.46,47

Eventually, the median particle size decreased to ∼1 μm with a narrow distribution after 48 h (Figure 1b). However, due to the 13C background signal interference, the size detection limit of spICP-MS is 800 nm. A significant number of submicrometer-scale MPs (<800 nm) generated by the aging process may not be detected in the present study, which is still a challenge for the analysis of NPs. Nonetheless, we have quantitatively investigated the size dynamics of MPs at the low end (down to 800 nm) via spICP-MS, which was a missing piece of the information to understand their aging process.19

**Dynamics of PS MPs Particle Number Concentration during Aging.** In addition to the particle size distribution, the MPs particle number concentration dynamics along the aging process were monitored by spICP-MS (Figure 2a). The total particle number concentration did not exhibit an obvious uptrend during the first 12 h, indicating that there was no significant amount of secondary MPs generation but a slight decrease in particle size (Figure 1). A rapid increase in particle number concentration was observed after 12 h and subsequently, with the total carbon mass remaining stable along the aging process (Figure S9). The total particle number concentration peaked (∼6 × 10^6 particles/L) after 20 h, which was 3 times greater than the pristine MPs initial concentration (∼2 × 10^5 particles/L). Thus, the aging process induced a noticeable increase in the total number of MPs in the environment.11

To further understand the dynamics of MPs particle number concentration during the aging process, size-fractionated (>3 μm, 1.8–3 μm, and 0.8–1.8 μm) particle number concentrations were obtained by spICP-MS (Figure 2a). Similar to the trend of MPs total particle number concentration, MPs size-fractionated particle number concentrations display no significant differences in the first 8-h aging process. After 12 h of aging, the particle number concentration of midsize (1.8–3 μm) MPs has been continually increased and reached a peak (2.5 × 10^6 particles/L) at the 19th hour, while the large-sized (>3 μm) MPs particle number concentration declined to 0. It
suggests that the MPs began to break down into smaller, aged MPs via various processes (e.g., photolysis, erosion, fragmentation).\textsuperscript{18,68} Meanwhile, there was a marked growth of the particle number concentration of the smaller MPs (0.8–1.8 μm), from approximately 0.3 × 10^6 to 1.7 × 10^6 particles/L (Figure 2a), indicating the generation of smaller secondary MPs along the aging process. After 20 h of aging, the MPs population was dominated by smaller size MPs (0.8–1.8 μm), whose particle number concentration peaked (~5 × 10^6 particles/L) in the 21st hour, while those of both mid-sized and large-sized MPs decreased to 0. In addition, the particle number concentration of the smaller MPs showed a descending tendency after 24 h of aging (~3.3 × 10^6 particles/L), which reflects the analytical limits of the current spICP-MS method in the submicrometer scale (<800 nm). Despite that, our current study has advanced the quantitative analytical limits of MPs to the submicrometer scale (~800 nm) at environmental relevant concentrations and revealed the “hidden” generation and accumulation of secondary MPs (<3 μm) along the aging process.

**PS MPs Morphological Changes during Aging.** MPs morphology change during the aging process was monitored by SEM and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 2b–e; Figure S10). In the first 4 h, the MPs began to form a core–shell structure (Figure 2b), suggesting that MPs experienced dissolution,\textsuperscript{69} followed by the exfoliation of small pieces from the MPs surfaces. In addition, fragments with sizes from 0.17 to 0.53 μm were observed (Figure S10a and f), matching the dimensions of the peeling layer (~0.6 μm) of the aged MPs (Figure 2b), further confirming that submicrometer-scale MPs would be stripped from the surface of pristine MPs to generate secondary MPs. Notably, cavities (Figure 2c) and hollow structures (Figure 2e) were observed on the MPs surfaces after 8 h, which may be attributed to the embrittlement of the polymer’s backbone due to UV oxidation.\textsuperscript{50} After 10 h, deformation of the MPs spherical structures and cross-linking was observed (Figure S10b), induced by the UV-light aging process.\textsuperscript{51} MPs were completely damaged (Figure S10c–e) and broken into small-size secondary MPs with cavities (Figure S10g) and hollow structures (Figure S10h) after 15 h. Only submicrometer-scale (100–300 nm) MPs with flocculent morphology were observed after 48 h (Figure 2d).

**Ecotoxicological Risk of PS MPs.** The ecotoxicological risk of MPs during aging was evaluated by exposing *D. magna* to pristine and aged MPs at environmentally relevant concentrations. As filter-feeding plankton, *D. magna* feeding behavior was significantly inhibited after a 24-h exposure to pristine MPs, showing a ~60% reduction in food intake compared to the control group (Figure S11a). Compared with pristine MPs (Figure S12a), we observed the agglomeration of MPs and algae during the exposure (Figure S12b), which may reduce algae bioavailability and feeding efficiency of *D. magna*. Furthermore, the agglomerated MPs and algae adhered to the thoracic limbs of *D. magna* (Figure S13), which may inhibit *D. magna* swimming behavior and feeding efficiency. The decrease in feeding efficiency led to a significant decrease in *D. magna* body length (Figure S11b), which further resulted in notable lower survival (~30%) compared to the control (Figure S11c) after a 7-day exposure to pristine MPs. Notably, a significant amount of MPs was found in the intestinal tract of *D. magna* (Figure S12c), which was also found in other organisms\textsuperscript{52} and disrupted the *D. magna* digestion system, hindering their survival and growth.\textsuperscript{53,54} Additionally, *D. magna* offspring were significantly delayed in the 21-day exposure (Figure S14), with a ~60% decrease in reproduction compared to the control (Figure 2f), which is likely due to the lower feeding and energetic deficiencies.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, being exposed to pristine MPs would significantly inhibit *D. magna* feeding behavior, growth, survival, and reproduction due to the changes in swimming behavior, feeding behavior constraints, and digestion system disruption.

As discussed above, after 24 h of aging, the median size of the MPs decreased from 5 to ~1 μm, while the particle number concentration increased 3-fold, which would change the ecotoxicological risks to *D. magna*. Surprisingly, compared to the control, there were no significant differences in *D. magna* feeding efficiency, body length, and survival after exposure to aged MPs (Figure S11). The smaller size of the aged MPs (~1 μm) may not induce adverse effects on *D. magna* as few MPs were observed in the intestines of *D. magna* in the optical microscope (Figure S12d), which may result from the *D. magna* depuration and egestion process\textsuperscript{56,57} and further reduce acute toxicity.\textsuperscript{58} On the other hand, the *D. magna* first brood time exhibited a significant delay after exposure to aged MPs (Figure S14) with a notable drop in the quantity of offspring (~40%) compared to the control (Figure 2f). The amplified multigenerational effect of both the pristine and aged MPs may be due to the exhaustion of maternal energy during exposure\textsuperscript{59} and induced sublethal effects to the subsequent generation.\textsuperscript{54} Thus, with the sustainable increase in particle number and unknown leachates, the aged MPs may induce marked chronic toxicity (e.g., inhibit reproduction) during long-term exposure, which requires more investigation in the future.

**Environmental Implications.** We quantitatively revealed the dynamics of MPs particle size (0.8–5 μm) and number along the accelerated aging process with the spICP-MS method, based on the indicated environmental aging trend. The study demonstrated that submicrometer-scale secondary MPs (<3 μm) were generated at a relatively fast rate (up to ~67% annual increase of the particle number) along the environmental aging process, which was overlooked in previous studies and acts as a “hidden” threat to ecosystems.\textsuperscript{60} With vast global plastic wastes produced and ~79% of them accumulated in the environment,\textsuperscript{61,62} the generation of secondary MPs due to the environmental aging process (estimated 13 MMT per year)\textsuperscript{10} should be considered as a critical source of MPs in the environment,\textsuperscript{14} while having not been previously quantified. Therefore, our research uncovered the quantification dynamics of particle sizes and number concentrations of MPs along the aging process, which provides essential information to properly estimate and predict the long-term fate as well as the retention of MPs in the environment. Furthermore, the aged MPs may induce chronic toxicity (e.g., inhibited reproduction) during long-term exposure, posing “hidden” ecotoxicological risks and demanding more attention and investigation due to their pervasive distribution in the environment.\textsuperscript{63–65} Overall inclusively, we have investigated the MPs environmental aging process, filling the knowledge gap on the quantitative dynamics of MPs particle sizes and number concentrations, which present new approaches on the analysis of the MPs fate and ecotoxicological risks.
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